
ADELAIDE SALES OVER FOR ANOTHER YEAR

The Magic Millions Sales are over for another year,

and as is often the case I think the sale produced

mixed results for local breeders and vendors but

demand was good and for the first time in some

years the clearance rate was well over 80%.

Averages were nicely up as well and it was good to

see that the sale was well supported, as we believe it

is vital for racing in this state, that we have a healthy

vibrant and well supported local sale.

The oft quoted line that for the Adelaide sale “you

put the catalogue away and look firstly at the horse”

I think is beginning to become a cliché with many

very well bred horses going through the ring. 

The message seems to get clearer each year that

you need to have the right horse and it needs to be

the right type to get a good price in Adelaide. Poorly

presented horses will fail, unfashionably bred horses

will struggle unless they are well conformed and for

those who gamble on first season sires, the die are

cast as to what buyers think of a particular stallion

before the Adelaide sales commence.

It would also seem that expensive pin hooks and

horses bred to expensive stallions are, in the main,

better placed at other sales but a good quality bread

and butter horse can always be found in the

Adelaide sales ring, recent race results amply

demonstrate this. 

Need we mention Happy Trails and Hucklebuck,

just for starters. These two great recent examples

aside, the sale has a long and distinguished history

of punching above its weight.
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DEPRESSION IN THE RACING INDUSTRY

I read a fascinating article recently on Breeding and

Racing’s daily e-mail newsletter reporting an

interview with well known jovial Queensland trainer

Robert Heathcote of Buffering fame. Robert was

discussing the issue of depression amongst trainers

and the article mentioned that amongst others, both

John Sadler and Lee Freedman, had acknowledged

that they had struggled with this insidious condition.

Heathcote did not necessarily say he had depression

but he revealed that depression is widespread

amongst the training fraternity. He went on to outline

the roller coaster like life of a horse trainer with the

long hours and early mornings stating that

"Depression is widespread in the racing industry...the

reality is it can be a very demanding, stressful and

depressing business''. 

He went on to talk about the contrasting highs and

lows of our industry where one day you are

celebrating group success and the next explaining to

the owners the performance of a horse that runs

second last in a lowly maiden. 

He flags the constancy of the demands of the

industry and the pressures that build up on

individuals within it. While I would by no means want

to contradict Robert on this issue or to trivialise either

his concerns or the potential severity of the condition,

I think it would be remiss to believe that trainers are

the only people in our industry who may be subject

to depression.

The lot of jockeys is a clear example and has been

brought home to us in recent times with several

serious falls and significant injuries sustained by

Justin Potter, Lauren Stojakovic, Adrian Patterson,

Claire Lindop and Eran Boyd to name a few. 

While the injuries in themselves are enough to cause

mental stress the missed opportunities that ensue

must surely test the mental strength of these brave

people. Whether it be the experienced senior rider,

the rider just out of apprentice ranks or the

apprentice enjoying increased recognition, these

interruptions to their careers can be heartbreaking. 

Of course the sight of another jockey enjoying

success on a horse that they would otherwise have

ridden must be hurtful, likewise a horse with which

they have developed a rapport performing below its

best because it is not ridden with the same

understanding.

Spare a thought as well for trackwork riders and

strappers who can’t work due to injury or go through

the pain of seeing one of their charges hurt or killed

in racing or training accidents. 

Finally as it seems is often the case we owners, who

bankroll this industry and are caught in the emotional

ups and downs of this life are forgotten. We face the

almost inevitable crises that are part and parcel of

horse ownership, be it serious injury or death to one

of our horses (usually one of the good ones), owning

a horse that shows initial promise but does not

progress, owning a good horse approaching the end

of his career and the issues that raises, or finding out

that last year’s expensive yearling purchase is a

racetrack dud.

One wonders why we aren’t all suffering from clinical

depression, but for those of us who are, either

trainers or jockeys, stable hands or owners, there is

help out there , organisations like 

Beyond Blue (www.beyondblue.org.au) 

Mantherapy (www.mantherapy.org.au) and 

Lifeline (www.lifeline.org.au) 

are there to support us when life’s stresses get to be

too much.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
RACEHORSE OWNERS
ASSOCIATION NEWS



We recently received a nomination from Bryan and

June Terry for their horse Racheck’s Legacy. While

she won back in December unfortunately the

nomination was previously overlooked due to an

administrative error, which we are now happy to

correct. Our committee decided to view the

nomination alongside those we received for February

and subsequently adjudged their nomination to be

the most worthy. So we offer our belated

congratulations to Bryan and June as winners of

Owner of the Month.

Bryan told us that Racheck’s Legacy is a three year

old filly who won a 1400 metre maiden at Murray

Bridge on debut on the first of December. Brian goes

on to say:

“Racheck’s Legacy was an orphan foal out of

Racheck our 21 year old mare who unfortunately

died the day after foaling. There was no foster mother

available so she was hand reared at Flower Hill and

we gratefully thank Juliet and Peter for their efforts.

Thankfully all went well and a healthy foal resulted.

She was given plenty of time to mature in both body

and mind (the latter is still a work in progress). But

finally after a lot of patience she was ready for the

race track. After two trials she had her first start over

1400 metres  - the result was a win coming from

near last and was made all the sweeter in that she

was the outsider of the field paying $30.”

Bryan and June have since had some more good

luck with their Equiano colt selling well over

expectations at the Yearling Sales. Hope the good

luck continues for you.

Good luck and good racing

Richard Stafford, SAROA secretary

Correspondence

PO Box 1139

Gumeracha SA 5233

Michael Trenerry President

Mobile: 0414 682 390 

Email: talisker3@bigpond.com

Richard Stafford Secretary

Mobile 0432 664 824

Email: richard@sanguineracing.com.au

www.saroa.com.au
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Racheck's Legacy. Photo courtesy Atkins Photography.

OWNER OF THE MONTH

Owner of the month nominations can be made by

email or letter or even by a phone call to me;

nominations should be received by 10th day of the

following month. Nominations can come from the

owner or a friend, acquaintance or family member

but the nominee must be a SAROA member. We

also prefer that the application is combined with a

good story about the horse involved, as this award is

just as applicable to lowly maiden winners as it is to

winners of feature races.

Our committee review all nominations then select the

monthly winner, who will receive a $100 voucher,

kindly donated by SAROA members Jenny and

Wayne Francis to be used at The Elephant and

Castle Hotel either in the hotel or bottle shop, plus a

Pizza Hut ‘double pizza’ voucher with the

compliments of SAROA committee member Bill

Lianos.


